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The SAAD Bandilyo is the official monthly publication of the Special Area for Agricultural 

Development (SAAD) Program 8, Department of Agriculture–Regional Field Office 

(DA–RFO) 8, Kanhuraw Hill, Tacloban City. 

Formerly published as the quarterly newsletter, Peryodikit, the one–page maiden issue 

came out in March 2017.  In January 2018, it morphed into a monthly newsletter.  Then 

again, in May 2018 until December 2019, it became a two–page spread with an  

occasional feature story about farmer–beneficiaries. 

In January 2020, Bandilyo (Waray for Announcement) has been reformatted into a  

twelve–page monthly magazine–type publication intended for the reading pleasure of 

SAAD Program management and decision makers, personnel and staff of DA–RFO 8,  

stakeholders, partner agencies, and the farmers themselves. 

This periodical is a work of nonfiction.  All of the people, events, and details described in 

its pages are real; there are no composite characters, fake names, invented quotes, or 

imagined conversations.  Articles may be reproduced, in full or in part, provided  

appropriate acknowledgment is given. 

I have always emphasized that SAAD Program’s twin 

goals are:  helping the ‘poorest of the poor’ farmers and 

attaining food security and sufficiency.  Towards this 

end, we empower them through conduct of capability 

enhancement activities, provision of livelihood  

opportunities, and assistance in marketing their  

products, and to become entrepreneurs.  This way, they 

are able to improve their productivity and increase 

their income, thereby uplifting them from the 

morass of poverty.  

TOPICS INSIDE!!! 

 Hog grower & gestating feeds  

to sustain the fatteners 

  A pot of gold at the end of SAAD’s rainbow 

 Malobago Farmers Association (MFA) 

A Success Story 

 Saving for the Rainy Days 

 Tasting the fruits of their labor 

 What makes SAAD tick? 

 HIDRA’s SAGA 

 Ripples, Part II 



Deo Abel A. Cebreros, Area Coordinator, PPMSO–Leyte  

A s the threat of African Swine Fever (ASF)  

epidemic rampantly spreads in the province of 

Leyte with about seven (7) municipalities now  

affected, many backyard hog raisers have become 

hesitant to raise fatteners.  However, farmers’  

associations operating under the Special Area for  

Agricultural Development (SAAD) Program continue 

to venture into swine fattening in their respective  

localities with confidence and optimism that despite 

the odds, they will be able to overcome this  

challenge.  Their motivation is to produce more  

because with the depopulation of hogs in  

ASF–affected areas, there is a need to increase the 

supply of pork to address the growing demand for 

the commodity, not only in their localities but also in 

areas where massive culling of the hog population 

have been held.     

On February 9, 2021, PPMSO–Leyte delivered hog 

grower and  

gestating feeds to 

different farmers’ 

associations in 

the municipalities 

of Matag–ob,  

Villaba, and 

Tabango, Leyte. 

In Matag–ob 

town, the Sta.  

Rosa Farmers’ 

Association  

received 10 bags 

gestating feeds, 

and the San  

Vicente Farmers’ 

Association got 

25 bags grower 

feeds.  Similarly, 

in the  

municipality 

of Villaba, the 

Tinghub 

Farmers’  

Association 

received 35 

bags hog  

gestating 

feeds, while 

the 

Catagbacan 

Farmers’  

Association 

was provided 

with 35 bags hog grower feeds.   

Meanwhile, two farmers’ associations, namely, 

Cabunga–an Integrated Farmers’ Association and 

Iligay Farmers’ Association each received 25 bags hog 

grower feeds.  In addition, 10 bags hog gestating 

feeds were each delivered to the Campokpok  

Women’s Farmers’ Association and Sitio Kawayan 

Farmers’ and Fisherfolk Association in the  

municipality of Tabango.  That same day, the  

Omaganhan Farmer–Collaborators Agro–Forestry 

Association received 35 bags grower feeds, and the 

Butason 1 Farmers’ Association was likewise given 25 

bags hog grower feeds. 

With these additional interventions, the associations 

are somehow assured of sustaining their swine  

fattening projects despite the current challenges the 

hog industry in the province are facing.  While strictly 

observing standard health protocols to prevent the 

occurrence of the coronavirus disease in their  

families and communities, they are also being extra 

careful in protecting their hogs from contracting ASF 

through the application of enhanced bio–security 

measures, such as regular pigpen disinfection,  

avoiding swill feeding, use of foot bath, etc.  



Michael F. Dabuet, Information Officer, RPMSO 

I t’s the penultimate year of project implementation for SAAD  

Program, the original duration of which was years 2016–2022.  

The clock is slowly ticking, and soon the yardstick of success/failure 
will be gaged on the legacy it will leave the multitudes of farmers and 

fisher–folk it has touched and will continue to influence. 

It started as, some would say, a “vanity” project to cater to the whims 

of administrators and decision makers too eager to please the  

powers that be, without realizing the tremendous impact it would 

eventually trigger on the vast underclass of disempowered farmers 

who have long hungered for the attention of and, more importantly, 

assistance from the national government. 

The program has since evolved into a force to reckon with.  Not only 

has it supported the major programs/projects of the agriculture  

department, but it ventured into territories that have yet been  

unexplored, reaching out to the unlettered and unschooled, trying 

out schemes and strategies best suited to the natural environment, 

and came out better.  It filled in gaps that regular programs could not 

reach, especially in the delivery of needed services to the most  

vulnerable segments of the population. 

Since its inception, the program has been a magnet for farmers  

desiring change, to become recipients of government aid.  They  

realize in the course of project operations that SAAD attempts to 

bring out the best in them rather than have power over them.  

Through facilitation in reaching decision, coaching, mentoring,  

constant monitoring and supervision, farmers begin to receive clear 

realizations of who they really are and what they are supposed to be 

doing.  They very often discover they need the technological 
knowledge and innovations in order to really grow and prosper. 

Issues that needed focus were addressed and stories were heard to 

give farmers a sense that their problems are being heard and acted 

on.  To discourage continuous dependency and dole out,  

interventions and services were carried out in a developmental  

manner in order to preserve human worth and dignity.   

Every time SAAD Program finds a roadblock, it doesn’t see it as an 

obstacle, but resorts to doing something else more productive,  
effective, and 

efficient.  It is 

about  

overcoming  

challenges and 

coming out more 

strengthened and 

copacetic along 
the way.  It  

believes in the 

maxim, “to fight 

and not heed the 

wounds, to toil 

and not seek for 

rest, to give and 

not count the 

cost.” 

Year 2020 saw the 

greatest challenge 

the program has 
experienced in its 

four years of  

operations, when 

conditions  

incumbent upon 

the pandemic 

brought some 

difficulties for 
farmers, such as 

limitations in 

movement of their 

products and their inability to attend capability enhancement  

activities due to health restrictions.  Although measures were set for 

the unhampered delivery of food supplies, but the implementation 

and interpretation of rules at the LGU level especially hindered  

smallholder farmers.  In this time of calamity, SAAD Program saw to 
it that the welfare of farmers was prioritized in order to help them 

prosper so as to have an efficient flow of food supply from the farm 

to the household table.   

The important recipe for creativity that the program lives by is  

Tolerance, Talent, and Teamwork.  By tolerance, it means one needs 

to be open to unconventional ideas and diverse groups of people.  

Talent doesn’t just achieve results, it attracts other gifted,  

like–minded individuals and helps create an environment that they 
want to be in.  All these talents consequently meld to form a cohesive 

team. 

SAAD Program is a living tapestry of men and women who have  

hurdled the issues of impoverishment, and through sheer will and 

determination have become exemplary citizens of a community.  Its 

love for farmers and concern for their wellbeing are things that the 

world or coronavirus disease could not limit.  So, it continues to 

spread positivity despite social abstinence and health protocols.  It 
had sown the seeds of change when it started in 2016, and hopes to 

shed more small lights of hope to communities that are still  

grappling with debilitating poverty and helplessness.  It will emerge 

from this crisis transfigured. 

When the history of the Philippines is finally written long after we 
had awakened from this nightmare when a rampaging pandemic 
crippled the economy, institutions are in crisis, societies in a state of 
uncertainty, and lives changed overnight, there will probably be a 
footnote that would say, “Sayang, if we had only more programs like 
SAAD, then that would have made a huge difference.” 

What makes (someone/something) tick idiom:  the things that cause 
someone to behave a certain way; the feelings, opinions, concerns, 
etc. that are parts of someone's personality. 
                        – Merriam–Webster Unabridged 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/idiom


Deo Abel A. Cebreros, Area Coordinator II, PPMSO-Leyte 

I n 2018, during the start of SAAD Program  

implementation in Leyte, Butason 1 Farmers’  

Association (BuFA) in Tabango, Leyte was selected,  

after a long process of validation and vetting, as one of 

the recipients that received one (1) unit hogstel, 120 

piglets for fattening, ten (10) gilts, and one (1) boar for 

the Swine Production and Fattening Project.  The  

following year, the association was able to increase its 

income because members were able to sell their  

produce to the community and adjoining towns.  

In early 2020, the coronavirus pandemic significantly 

affected the hog production industry causing abrupt 

spike in local prices of feeds, and sudden drop of price 

in live weight of pigs from PhP120.00–80.00/kg., while 

pork meat in the market dipped from PhP200.00–

150.00/kg.  As a result, members of the association 

enjoyed a brief respite where they were able to  

sustain their daily needs only for a short period of 

time. 

During the latest monitoring visit with the association 

on February 8, 2021, it was learned that a total of 27 

heads was already lodged in the hogstel for fattening.  

For the Swine Production Project, 2 sows recently  

farrowed a total of 17 piglets, while 2 heads are now 

pregnant.  Members have started to renovate their 

farrowing/gestating pens so the pregnant sows can be 

comfortable during delivery. 

Despite the challenges of the pandemic and the  

African Swine Fever (ASF), which has now affected nine 

(9) municipalities in Leyte as of press time, association 

members remain optimistic that when these  

adversities shall have passed, they will reap what they 

have patiently sown, believing that a pot of gold at the 

end of the rainbow awaits those who persevere. 



Lourdes O. Abueva, Area Coordinator II, PPMSO– Southern Leyte 

R olando Lohico, 39, of Brgy. 

Anilao, Liloan, Southern Leyte is 

a farmer whose daily earnings depend 

solely on farming.  He is one of nine (9) 

recipients of the FY 2019 Swine  

Fattening Project in the municipality of 

Liloan.  Each intervention costs 

₱42,000.00, comprising of three  

piglets, 3 bags starter feeds, 6 bags 

grower feeds, and 6 bags finisher feeds.  The interventions 

were received on November 28, 2019, and as counterpart, he 

built pens as housing for the three piglets. 

Rolando is a member of the Anilao Farmers Association 

(AFA), which was also a recipient of the FY 2020 Swine  

Production Project.  As such, he easily acquired quality  

piglets, which saved him a lot of time 

and enabled him to keep enough 

funds to venture into another  

business that could uplift his family’s 

economic status in the midst of  

difficulties.  

A novel project with sustainability 

scheme, adapted from the concept of 

the Provincial Veterinary  

Office–Southern Leyte, required 

farmer–beneficiaries to open a savings 

account at the nearest bank or  

cooperative.  Rolando then opened a 

savings account at St. Loyola  

Multipurpose Cooperative (SILOMCO) 

located at Poblacion Liloan. 

During the 1st production cycle, his 

gross sales reached P26,105.00, of which he deposited 

P14,000.00.  The rest he used to purchase three piglets and 

feeds for the next cropping.  After the 2nd cropping, sales of 

fattened pigs totaled P26,780.00, of which he again  

deposited P13,000.00, and purchased three piglets and 

feeds.  For the 3rd cropping, his sales on December 24, 2020 

increased to P29,568.00, which was used to purchase right 

away four piglets and feeds for the 4th cycle. 

Due to COVID19 pandemic and the real threat of African 

Swine Fever (ASF), inevitable price fluctuation of live hogs 

became a big challenge, but he was able to juggle the market 

price as his way of coping.  Rolando believed he was lucky 

even during this natural misfortune; his savings helped him 

surmount family expenses during the holiday season in  

December 2020. 

The importance of having extra savings during the pandemic 

was emphasized to all SAAD farmers during the  

orientation–briefing by not relying purely on government 

assistance.  Rolando observed his saving practice by  

regularly taking a chunk from sales of his fattened swine and 

depositing it immediately in his savings account, so he may 

have something to draw from during rainy days and  

unforeseen emergency cases.  He somehow assured SAAD 

field implementors that whatever happens, the sustainability 

of raising fatteners will not be compromised since every time 

he has extra funds, he readily deposits them for future  

security.   

The project helped him inculcate the value of “saving for the 

rainy days” to his family, while ensuring protection of their 

welfare, which is the main purpose of SAAD Program – to 

uplift the lives of farmer–beneficiaries.  



Antonio B. Luceres, Jr., Provincial Coordinator, PPMSO-Eastern Samar 

F armers are the reason why we have food on our tables.  Yet, 

most of them experience poverty and deprivation.  They  

manage to provide food for our tables, but there are times when 

they themselves have barely anything to serve their families.   

Poverty among farmers has been an egregious way of life in the 

countryside for untold generations.  

To address this chronic problem, the government has designed 

programs and continuously developed measures committed to  

improve the lives of our food producers and suppliers.  Not only do 

they give the latter additional income, but also educate and train 

them on successful agribusiness endeavors, with the aim of  

engaging not only on small agri–enterprises but on bigger and more 

lucrative enterprises in the future. 

One of the programs designed by the Department of Agriculture is 

the Special Area for Agricultural Development (SAAD).  Its goal is to 

alleviate poverty among farmers, and has worked hard to achieve 

this goal since its inception.  

In the Province of Eastern Samar, SAAD PPMSO has given its best 

effort to find effective approaches for the goal to be realized.   

Before every project is implemented, the team gathers background 

information of target recipients, such as their current economic 

status, reactions to possible interventions, and viability of livelihood 

projects in the locality, among others.  

To sally forth against poverty and ensure the success of projects, the 

adaptability of the commodity is assessed.  Also, the program  

involves recipients from the very start of project  

implementation, giving them a sense of ownership, and 

thus reducing the risk of failure. 

Improvement of the lives of beneficiaries has been  

observed since they started earning from the livelihood 

project.  In December 2020, out of the many associations 

that had declared dividends, four of them stood above 

the rest.  Aside from giving substantial amounts to each 

member, they were able to expand their respective  

projects.  These associations are the Campacion Farmers’ 

Association (CFA) of Brgy. Campacion, Arteche, and Brgy. 

Alang–alang Organic Farmers Association (BAOFA) of Brgy.  

Alang–alang, Quinapondan, recipients of FY 2020 Layer Chicken 

Production and Marketing Support Project implemented in  

September 2020; and the Cagbonga Backyard Swine and Duck 

Breeders Association (CBSDBA) of Brgy. Cagbonga, and Bayobay 

SAAD Livestock and Vegetable Production Association (BSLAVPA) of 

Brgy. Bayobay, both of Borongan City, which are beneficiaries of the 

FY 2019 Layer Chicken Production Project.   

Each of the 20 active members of Campacion Farmers Association 

was able to receive a total of PhP6,000.00 in December 2020, while 

the Brgy. Alang–alang Organic Farmers Association’s 15 active  

members were able to receive PhP5,000.00 each.  Not only were 

these associations able to have dividends, but they saved enough 

funds for the expansion of their projects.   In fact, the latter has 

already started expanding.  Moreover, CBSDBA’s members were 

able to receive PhP2,400.00 each, while the BSLAVPA members each 

received PhP2,000.00, plus PhP500.00 incentive to each of the 15 

association officers. Both have already expanded their projects. 

According to Mr. Wilfredo Quilbio, president of BAOFA, the FY 2020 

Layer Chicken Production and Marketing Support Project has been a 

very big help to them.  They were able to serve better–than–usual 

menu during their Christmas and New Year celebrations and give 

more worthwhile aguinaldos (presents) to their godchildren. He 

added that the project inspires them to produce more; hence, they 

will work doubly hard for its 

success.  They plan to share 

their blessings to fellow farm-

ers in Brgy. Alang–alang,  

Quinapondan. 

Finally, the change the  

program has been aiming for 

is already palpable and  

starting to take place.  With 

unity, helping hands, and  

continuous endeavor, the 

sweet success of the program 

is within reach.  After all,  

success is merely the sum of 

small efforts of all determined 

people.  



Danilo D. Abanes, Area Coordinator II, PPMSO-Leyte 

T he Special Area for Agricultural Development (SAAD) Program  

commenced project implementation in Leyte in 2018.  As one of 

the top ten poorest municipalities in the province based on the 2012 

PSA data, the municipality of Calubian was chosen as a recipient area.  

From among a list of farmers’ associations, Malobago Farmers  

Association (MFA) of Brgy. Malobago, Calubian was then selected as 

beneficiary of the Swine Fattening Project after a stringent selection 

process based on operating guidelines. 

The association received ninety–three (93) heads fatteners, 93 bags 

starter feeds, 186 bags grower feeds, and 93 bags finisher feeds.  As 

counterpart, it rented a lot to construct the communal housing.  The 

following year, 2019, the association again received 93 bags starter 

feeds, 279 bags grower feeds, and 93 bags finisher feeds.  

As of December 2020 monitoring, MFA had cash on hand ending  

balance of P798,104.89, from which the association was able to  

purchase an 8,583–m2 lot in the amount of P180,000.00 at Sitio Jubasan 

of the same barangay.  At the purchased lot, the swine farmers  

constructed a new pigpen for their fatteners and breeder.  The  

brand–new hogstel was completed on February 28, 2021.  

With the current threat of African Swine Fever (ASF) in the province, the 

association is motivated to continue and improve its production because 

of the expected shortage in supply of pork.  Calubian town is still in the 

green zone, as of date, meaning, no cases of ASF had yet been reported, 

and it is still outside the 10–km. radius of ASF–infected areas.  Currently, 

the association has ten sows, two of which are about to farrow on the 

second week of March 2021.  Twenty–three (23) fatteners have an  

average weight of 35–45 kg. 

Officers and members have taken extra precaution so their hogs will not 

be infected with the dreaded disease, as they consider the project a long

–term investment that will benefit not only their progenies but the  

community as a whole.  Everyone observes standard operating  

procedures and health protocols to protect the hogs and themselves as 

well from the protracted COVID19 disease. 



T his is a continuation of the article, Ripples, that features the 

plan of Southern Leyte Provincial Government to establish ten 

(10) hogstels in various sites of the province, the concept of which 

was derived from SAAD Program’s Hogstel Facility Project that was 

established in Brgy. Pangi, Libagon in October 2018. 

 Verily, the program’s reputation has gained traction and 

became widespread in such a short time it has finally rooted in  

Eastern Visayas.  At the grassroots level, whenever SAAD Program is 

mentioned, local constituents frequently look up to it as their route 

to freedom from poverty.  In here, they found refuge in times of 

their need for technology, mechanization, and most importantly, 

agricultural inputs, which they can hardly afford because of  

astronomical prices. 

 In the past, several farmers’ associations have voiced out 

their interest to avail of program benefits, but because of budgetary 

limitations and other administrative encumbrances, they could not 

be accommodated.  The latest of these requests was forwarded to 

the attention of management on July 23, 2020 by the SEC–registered 

Marabut Irrigators 

Association, Inc., 

which signified its 

intent to undertake 

an Egg Layer  

Production Project.  

The request will still 

be validated, and if 

justified enough, it 

may be granted in 

2021, at the  

earliest. 

 The influ-

ence of SAAD  

Program has also 

reached local  

officials of PLGU–

Biliran, the only  

remaining province 

in Eastern Visayas 

where the program 

has yet to be implemented.  In a letter to DA Secretary William D. 

Dar, through Dir. Angel C. Enriquez of DA–Regional Field Office 8, 

the Honorable Gov. Rogelio J. Espina requested that the province is 

included in succeeding program rollouts, preferably in 2021.  Having 

learned about SAAD’s best practices, it is the good Governor’s wish 

that the interventions could likewise help marginalized farmers and 

fishermen, seasonal workers affected by the pandemic, and  

low–income households in areas suffering from armed conflicts, as 

they transition to the “new normal.” 

    Not to be outdone, the representatives of the  

congressional districts of Northern Samar and Samar voiced out 

their gratitude for the assistance the program has brought to their 

constituents.  From reliable sources, in a recent budget hearing with 

the DA Secretary, 2nd Congressional District of Northern Samar Rep. 

Jose L. Ong and 2nd Congressional District of Samar Rep. Sharee Ann 

T. Tan expressed their appreciation for the tremendous help SAAD 

Program has extended to poor farmers that caused their quality of 

life to improve through their engagement in livelihood and other 

income–generating projects.  As such, they requested that the  

budgetary requirement of the program is increased for CY 2021 to 

further intensify and expand project implementation in rural  

communities.    

 As if echoing Rep. Ong’s sentiments, Northern Samar  

Provincial Agriculturist Leonida P. Laodenio said in an interview that 

SAAD Program’s contribution to the province’s being delisted from 

the top 10 poorest provinces in the country has been a boon to the 

province, and enabled it to move forward from the obstacles 

brought about by debilitating poverty.  The program’s assistance 

empowered farmers to participate more aggressively in government 

initiatives, thereby enhancing their income and productivity. 

 These developments are encouraging signs of the times.  

Despite hardships that people are experiencing, many cling to the 

promise that is SAAD Program, a promise premised on the  

government’s mandate to reach out to underprivileged farmers and 

help them out of the morass of poverty.  Now it can be told that its 

impact has reached far and wide, turning ripples into waves that will 

hopefully cause positive change not only in the direct recipients, but 

more so in decision makers and legislators who have the power of 

the purse, which will determine the program’s viability to touch 

more lives in the future.       



Jocelyn G. Torres, Area Coordinator II, PPMSO- Samar 

I n terms of income, Hinabangan, Samar is classified as 4th class 

municipality.  The locality is composed of 21 barangays with 

total population of 13,673, according to 2015 PSA data.  As  

projected for 2017, the count shall have increased to 14,094.  Total 

households number 2,819, out of which, 1,030 appear on the active 

list of DSWD’s 4Ps.   

Because of this scenario, the Department of Agriculture, through 

the Special Area for Agricultural Development (SAAD) Program, 

identified Hinabangan as recipient of a livelihood project.  The local 

Municipal Agriculture Office proposed an Egg Layer Production 

Project in order to somehow uplift the economic condition of poor 

recipients by providing them livelihood. 

Hence, in November 2018, the program provided mallard ducks as 

start–up project to 40 individual beneficiaries in Brgys. San Jose and 

Rawis.  Each of them received 6 heads ready–to–lay mallard ducks 

and 3 bags duck layer feeds.  These individual, who were evaluated 

and assessed by PPMSO–Samar staff, were likewise beneficiaries of 

DSWD’s Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program (4Ps).  Later, SAAD 

field personnel helped organize them into a group called  

Hinabangan Integrated Duck Raisers Association (HIDRA), and  

facilitated in registering it with DOLE in March 2019.  

Early in 2020, the group was convinced to look for and establish a 

communal area, where each member contributed more or less 5 

heads mallard duck out of the offspring of the ducks they  

previously received.  They were also provided 5 piglets for swine 

production from the offspring of swine that SAAD Program  

provided to beneficiaries in Brgy. Bagacay.  The officers and  

members then contributed some cash to buy feeds for their swine 

and mallard ducks.  

To complement the existing feeds and free the beneficiaries from 

the burden of contributing cash regularly to buy feeds for their 

animals, PPMSO–Samar allotted funds generated from FY 2020 

savings.  Subsequently, the association was able to receive 10 bags 

grower feeds for their hogs and 50 bags duck layer feeds. 

In order to generate start–up capital and support the day–to–day 

project operations, such as expenses for feeds, the group agreed to 

set an amount as monthly due of each member.  

The eggs produced by the mallard ducks were processed to salted 

eggs and sold within the barangay and the municipal offices in 

Hinabangan town.  Proceeds from sales were used in buying feeds 

for their livestock, and some amount were saved for future  

expenses that the association anticipated. Bayanihan (community 

shared effort) is always practiced by the group, such as in the  

construction of pigpen, fencing of mallard duck area, maintenance 

of cleanliness of the communal area, and recently, construction of 

egg layer house, to minimize labor expenses.  This way, a sense of 

ownership was also fostered in each group member. 

Because of good track record in leadership and capable project 

management, the Egg Layer Production Project was granted to the 

group.  On December 9, 2020, the group received 480 heads  

ready–to–lay chicken layer and multivitamins, while 125 bags layer 

feeds, 800 pieces egg trays, and 1 unit egg weighing scale were 

provided earlier.  Cages provided by the program were also  

installed.  

The implementation of this project is expected to uplift the  

economic and living conditions of the project beneficiaries and 

contribute to the overall growth and development of the local  

economy.  The project will also serve the community by providing 

access to fresh egg by–products, considering that the nearest  

market is about a kilometer away from the area.  

HIDRA is very much thankful to SAAD for providing the livelihood 

projects.  According to Melanie P. Mahinay, President, and  

seconded by group members, “Dako an amon kalipay nga guintagan 

kami hin sugad hine nga livelihood project.  Dire ine namon  

pagkakawangon nga higayon ngan amon igpapatapod ha SAAD nga 

mas pa namon nga uupayon an pagdumara hini nga proyekto kay 

dako gud ini nga bulig ngan kadugangan ini nga income ha amon  

tagsa nga mga pamilya.  Unta damo pa nga grupo o individual an 

mabuligan ngan magpadayon ini nga programa han Department of 

Agriculture.  Sugad man, an iba guihapon nga beneficiaries han SAAD, 



dire unta pagkawangon an bulig hini nga programa.”  (We are 

overflowing with joy for being chosen recipients of this  

livelihood project.  We won’t waste this opportunity, and we 

assure SAAD Program that we will even exert more effort to 

improve in managing this project, because this is a  

tremendous help in increasing our family income.  We hope 

more groups/individuals would be assisted, and the program 

will be sustained by DA.  In like manner, other beneficiaries 

should nurture the assistance provided them by the program.)    

With this, PPMSO–Samar is deeply grateful for the active  

participation of the Office of the Municipal Agriculture, through 

MA Ador P. Navales and his staff, and for its strong and  

sustained support in project implementation and monitoring, 

while providing guidance to the HIDRA beneficiaries.  




